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About This Game

Mars, 2044. The UN establishes MARSCORP (Martian Security and Economics Committee) under the leadership of Samuel
Longwood. In the years that follow, the UN gradually loses control of MARSCORP, mainly due to the non-transparent licence

policy of its director. Longwood uses his autonomous status to create vassal relations between the corporations and
MARSCORP. The unshakable power position of MARSCORP is supported by the companies and thus they acquire additional

rights and licenses. Longwood and his consortium become extremely wealthy from this arrangement. However, dissenting
voices in MARSCORP begin to challenge Samuel Longwood's authoritarian policy. They demand his dismissal as director and a

complete redistribution of the mining rights.
But Samuel Longwood keeps an ace up his sleeve for occasions like this…

Chaser awakens on board the spaceship H.M.S. Majestic. He doesn't know who he is, what he's doing here, why he is being
sought by men in black uniforms and what they will do to him when they find him…

The player's goal is to find out who Chaser really is and why he is being hunted. The story leads the player from the H.M.S.
Majestic to Montack City on Earth, then on to Siberia and finally to Mars, where the trail ends and hopefully the truth can be

found.

Key features:

Based on Cauldron's cloakNT engine. Boasts state of the art graphical features and is perfectly suited for rendering large
environments.

Authentic weapons: Nearly all the weapons in the game are modelled on real-life equivalents. The developers placed a
great deal of emphasis on building detailed replicas.

Engaging storyline: In the search for his identity, Chaser becomes involved in a plot full of twists and turns.

Highly developed A.I.

Multiplayer support via GameSpy as well as dedicated servers.

Numerous multiplayer modes including teamplay modes in the style of Counter-Strike and Team Fortress as well as
deathmatch and capture the flag.
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Title: Chaser
Genre: Action
Developer:
Cauldron
Publisher:
THQ Nordic
Release Date: 22 Aug, 2003

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 98SE/ME/2000/XP

Processor: 650 MHz Pentium® III or comparable

Memory: 128 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX® 8.1 3D graphic card (32 MB)

DirectX®: DirectX® 8.1

Hard Drive: 1.35 GB of free hard disk space

Sound: DirectX® 8.1 compatible sound

English,French,German,Hungarian,Japanese,Russian
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really nice game and really cheap, the history is nice and i just tried it once and got stucked for 2 hours in the game.
. i love it! 8.5/10!. if you can get for $5 or less, feel free. Very little content which is somehow more boring than exploring post-
game vanilla open world. I really enjoyed this game, even though there isn't much 'game', but that's okay for an experience like
this.
This game is a story driven introspective experience where you accompany the character 'Katie' throughout the week and end up
being someone that she trusts with her problems.
The story is compelling enough for what it is and the characters are unique and interesting. I ended up really caring a lot for
Katie for a multitude of personal reasons and that's always enjoyable to experience in a game.
I'm glad that I randomly came across this game in the store and I'd gladly recommend it, despite the lack of polish and
occasional bug.. A fast, straregic submarine multiplayer game with short game sessions. An open map, lots of units and upgrades
and constant pressure to find enough oxygen to keep going.
Very Interesting!. Click the rhombuses to the beat!. I was hoping for something akin to Real Lives but with a bit more
involvement. Unfortunately this is just tedious bar balancing with no substance.. this game is so lame i cant even describe it i
cant beleave even steam would sell it they should pay me to play it. Its terrible dont buy unless you like being cheated out of 12
bucks the voice acting is horrific , the mechanics are trash and the animation is meh
 -10\/10 Lmgs
Join my Group for more
The Cult of Our Lord and Savior Tachanka
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This is better than I expected. This game deserves more recognition. I recommend it.. This is such a waste of time.
16-bit style RPG full of colorful characters...my toaster has more charcacter than this game.
3rd episode so you now know most of the locations. They are still underpopulated. Next to nothing to do.
. I'm flabbergasted that this thing even exist on Steam Store, and that they want 2€ for it.
It's a drawing software (not a game,) that's not even one-eighth as good as the worst version of MS Paint.
Horrible and confusing UI, severely lacking functionality and tools, not to mention that the tools replace your cursor with a large
icon of the selected tool, making it impossible to do anything with even a hint of precision, even with the paint bucket tool
which, by the way, works only in the coloring book mode (which has 3 pictures,) not in your own pictures.
But who needs proper tools when you can stamp an Unity logo on your picture in 14 different colors! (That number alone is
ridicolous. Even the Paintbrush from 1990's Windows 3.x, had twice as much.)

Seriously... Just use MS Paint, or any other free image editor, like GIMP, for your (or your child's) doodling. It'll be more fun..
A heads up: If you're not into reading, pass on this because there's no voice narration. Otherwise, continue reading.

I haven't made it very far, almost 1.5hrs in, but I feel I've gotten a good grasp on what this game offers. In short, it seems to be a
pretty mellow game with an interesting story so far. Pick it up if you're looking for a change of pace from other games or if
you're into the quieter, relaxing games.

On to the specifics:
You're helping to discover what happened to an ancient civilization while traversing inverted worlds (a pretty cool idea, imagine
the perspective of a fly flying around the inside of one of those big air up balls you can find at Wal-Mart). That leads to the
fisheye effect that almost prevented me from buying this. The effect is hardly noticeable when you're flying around, except
when you slow way down and turn in circles (still tolerable though).

A big plus for me is the option to remap the flight controls on my controller (XB1), I mapped the roll to the left stick so pitch
and roll are on the left and yaw is on the right. Originally the accelerate and decelerate were mapped to the right stick, but I
remapped them to the unused trigger buttons. Once I remapped the flight controls, flight became much more intuitive for me.

So far there's a lot of reading, but it's to be expected when there's a story to tell. Also, I can imagine hiring voice actors would be
pretty expensive and an indie budget may not necessarily allow for that.. The dialog text does go by pretty slow, but it can be
accelerated by holding down a button (just be careful not to accidentally skip the text).

A handy feature would be an option to toggle the scrolling text it does now and switch it to instant, that would help the fast
readers and also help get through dialog you've already read.

I like it so far, it's a unique game that's absolutely worth picking up, even at full price. If you're skeptical or concerned about the
style of the game making you motion sick, pick it up on sale and refund it if it's not for you.. It is the distant future- the year
2000. Hands have been replaced by cannons and retro character sterotypes. Graphics are groovy and the gameplay is totally
tubular. Evolve into 80's anime and capture the galaxy!
. This is by far the most fun I've had playing any tower defense game, and I've played dozens. The rune system might seem
confusing at first, but it really isn't. It adds a huge amount of replayability to the game, along with a literally infinite number of
maps. The towers and upgrades are quite well done. My personal favorite pastime is now hurling unsuspecting adventurers into
chasms, lava and water-filled pits. This game lets you slay your own way!. love the class 33
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